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Use MODERN BUSINESS STATISTICS, 5E to gain a strong conceptual understanding of statistics

with a balance of real-world applications and a focus on the integrated strengths of Microsoft Excel

2013. To ensure your understanding, this best-selling, comprehensive text carefully discusses and

clearly develops each statistical technique in a solid application setting. Immediately after each

easy-to-follow presentation of a statistical procedure, a subsection discusses how to use Excel to

perform the procedure. This integrated approach emphasizes the applications of Excel while

focusing on the statistical methodology. Step-by-step instructions and screen captures further clarify

the presentation to ensure your understanding. A wealth of timely business examples, proven

methods, and application exercises clearly demonstrate how statistical results provide insights into

business decisions and present solutions to contemporary business problems. The book's

class-tested problem-scenario approach emphasizes how you can apply statistical methods to

today's practical business situations. New case problems and self-tests throughout this edition allow

you to check your personal understanding. Additional learning resources, including CengageNOW

for online homework assistance and a complete support website, provide everything you need to

acquire Excel 2013 skills and an understanding of business statistics.
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Get ahead with Modern Business Statistics with Microsoft Excel              View larger              View

larger              View larger              View larger           Integration of Microsoft Excel 2013.  

Step-by-step instructions and screen captures demonstrate how to use the latest version of Excel to



implement statistical procedures in your future career and education.       How do statistics apply to

everyday business situations?   You will immediately see the practical value of the information you

are learning as chapter openers highlight companies such as Citibank and Procter & Gamble using

statistics in everyday business situations.       Real data examples & exercises.   Illustrating

real-world applications of statistics, the text includes examples and exercises based on real data

from sources such as the Census Bureau and the Wall Street Journal, giving you the opportunity to

put what you learn into hands-on practice.       Self-test exercises to ensure understanding.   Helping

you maximize your course success, step-by-step solutions for self-test exercises are provided in the

appendix. You can attempt the self-test exercises and immediately check your solutions to evaluate

your understanding of the concepts presented in each chapter.

#BeUnstoppable with MindTap Business Statistics!              View larger              View larger             

View larger              View larger           Tap into engagement.   MindTap empowers you to produce

your best workÃ¢Â€Â”consistently. MindTap shows where you stand at all timesÃ¢Â€Â”both

individually and compared to the highest performers in class.       MindTap is designed to help you

master the material.   Interactive videos, animations, and activities create a learning path designed

by your instructor to guide you through the course and focus on whatÃ¢Â€Â™s important.      

MindTap is mobile.   The MindTap Mobile App provides the mobility and flexibility for you to make

any time study time.       MindTap helps you stay organized and efficient.   MindTap gives you the

study tools to master the material.

Aplia Has Everything You Need to Get Homework Done Successfully!              View larger             

View larger              View larger              View larger           Millions of students use Aplia to better

prepare for class.   In just 10 years, more than one billion answers have been submitted through

Aplia, the premier online assignment solution. Millions of students use Aplia to better prepare for

class and for their exams. Join them today!       Know whatÃ¢Â€Â™s important.   Aplia assignments

mean &#039;no surprises&#039;Ã¢Â€Â”with an at-a-glance view of current assignments organized

by due date, you always know whatÃ¢Â€Â™s due, and when.       Discover real-world relevance.  

Aplia ties your lessons into real-world applications so you get a bigger, better picture of how

youÃ¢Â€Â™ll use your education in your future workplace.       Master the content.   Automatic

grading and immediate step-by-step feedback helps you master content the right way the first time.

Close The Gap Between Homework & Exam Performance with CengageNOWv2!              View



larger              View larger              View larger              View larger           Have the tools you need to

be successful.   A variety of tools are available in CengageNOWv2, all combined in one easy-to-use

resource designed to improve your grades. Some resources get you prepared for class and help

you succeed on homework, and others show you specific areas where you can work to improve.      

Stay ahead of the course requirements.   CengageNOWv2 shows you the path through your

courseÃ¢Â€Â”from first day through finals. Once you know whatÃ¢Â€Â™s expected, itÃ¢Â€Â™s

easier to complete your assignments.       Gain understanding that stays with you.   Do well on tests

as well as on the assignments! Bridge the gap between homework and tests by using

CengageNOWv2 to truly understand the material. Self-study and review materials keep you on the

right track, to make sure your understanding goes beyond memorization.       Set yourself up for

better grades.   Why wonder where you stand? CengageNOWv2 includes trackable assignments

and grades. It tells you what to do to improve your grade, and gives you the tools to accomplish it!
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A good reference, but a terrible textbook. It's like a glossary with equations. The book is poorly laid

out, referenced examples are usually far from the text and one has to go hunting them down and flip

back and forth. It's statistics, not rocket surgery; it should never be hard to understand. The things

covered in the text are easily summarized and can be explained very directly and simply by better

writers or teachers.

I needed this for one of my business classes. So I rented a copy and received a great barely used

copy. It helped me through the class and I would recommend it to anyone looking for textbooks for a

low price!

Bought for school

as expected

Used it for my business statistics class. Professor was useless, didn't know how to teach. Had to

teach myself with the book. Very useful



This is a great book but It's not a simple easy book to understand. You have to read it 2 or more

times to understand the stuff but it is great for any business students.

Excellent book but the eBook does not come with Excel. Sucks!

This is an excellent book. It has many pictures and steps for you to follow in excel. I walked away

from this class with a tremendously improved understanding of both statistics and excel, mostly due

to this text.
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